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Abstract. While the massive volume of text documents from multiple sources inside and outside of the 
company provides more information for auditors, the lack of efficient and effective technology 
solutions hampers the full use of text data. Powered by the emerging data analytics technology of deep 
learning, the value of the text can be better explored to deliver a higher quality of audit evidence and 
more relevant business insights. This research analyzes the usefulness of the information provided by 
various textual data in auditing and introduces deep learning, an evolving Artificial Intelligence 
approach. Furthermore, it provides a guide for auditors to implement deep learning techniques with pre-
developed tools and open-source libraries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Deep learning is an artificial intelligence technology employing deep hierarchical 
neural network to analyze data to extract complex and abstract features underlying 
the raw data. It is a powerful big data analytics tool (Najafabadi, et al., 2016) and 
has been successfully implemented in a variety of industries such as automotive, 
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health, financial and advertising. Textual data is the most common type of big 
data in auditing. As compared to other types of big data like video or audio, text 
can be obtained from readily available sources within or outside of the company. 
Nevertheless, the application of deep learning in text analysis in auditing is just 
evolving. Pioneers in this area like the Big Four accounting firms have started 
employing deep learning to harness the power of textual big data to surface deeper 
insights and highlight risky areas. For example, Deloitte combines its business 
insights in cognitive technologies with Kira Systems1’ advances in deep learning 
to conduct document analysis tasks (e.g., investigations, mergers, contract 
management, and leasing arrangements). Furthermore, Deloitte-customized 
instances of Kira platform have been applied to its audit business (under the name 
Argus) and consulting services (under the name D-ICE) (Deloitte, 2016). In May 
2017, Deloitte, together with Mainspring Consulting Group as well as legal 
services providers Axiom, Cognia Law, and Elevate, joined a Certified Service 
Provider Program launched by Kira. This is a certification program designed to 
provide extensive training to service providers to enable them to effectively use 
Kira’s AI technology and enhance their work in areas like contract data extraction, 
regulatory compliance and transactional review (Artificial Lawyer, 2017).  
However, the application of deep learning to examine textual data in 
auditingremains largely unexplored. In the academic area, while it has been well 
recognizedthat big data can be used as additional audit evidence (Brown-Liburd 
and Vasarhelyi, 2015; Yoon, et al., 2015; Alles and Gray, 2016), few studies 
provide solutions for the implementation of big data analytical tools in the context 
of auditing. 

This research introduces a state-of-the-art big data analytics technique, deep 
learning. It aims to guide accounting professionals and researchers in 
implementing deep learning by employing publicly available deep learning 
software; this research study also provides future directions for audit-specific text 
analysis. Second, this study explores the value of text data as well as the 
underlyinginformation that can be extracted and used as additional audit evidence. 
More importantly, it proposes basic approaches to adopt deep learning in the 
context of auditing and analyzes their advantages and disadvantages. Finally, this 
paper contributes to the literature by providing the direction for future audit data 
analysis.  
                                                      
1 Kira is an Canada-based legal AI company. https://kirasystems.com/ 
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The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 

highlights the importance of big data analytics in auditing and provides examples 
of the textual big data and the possible metadata that is useful for audit decision-
making. Section 3 reviews traditional textual analysis techniques, including bag-
of-words and machine learning. Section 4 introduces deep learning and points out 
its superiority as opposed to traditional ones. Section 5 discusses two basic 
approaches to implement deep learning in audit-related text analysis. Specifically, 
it summarizes some popular pre-developed deep learning applications like IBM 
Watson’s Natural Language Understanding and open-source deep learning 
frameworks such as Tensor Flow and Theano. The advantages and disadvantages 
of these two approaches are analyzed as well. This section also discusses the 
future directions for the implementation of deep learning to improve the 
performance of textual big data analytics in auditing. Finally, section 6 concludes 
the paper and lists several ideas for future research.  

2. OBTAINING AUDIT INSIGHTS FROM THE TEXTUAL BIG DATA 

Big data permeates almost all aspects of business decision making (Griffin and 
Wright 2015). Comments from social media, news articles, emails, recordings of 
phone calls, financial and non-financial data extracted from web server logs, and 
various machine-generated and sensor-detected data, may be analyzed to assist 
key business decision-making (Chui, et al., 2010;Bertolucci 2013; O’Leary 2013). 
Accounting professionals wish to use intelligent analytics of the potentially vast 
source of evidence to deliver a higher quality of audit and more relevant business 
insights (EY, 2015; Rose, et al., 2017). Deloitte’s Audit of the Future Survey 
(2016) shows that, among the 250 financial statement preparers, audit committee 
members, and financial statement users who participated in the survey, more than 
70% agree that auditors should more extensively use advanced data analytic 
technologies and consider information beyond traditional financial statements. 
Auditors can acquireand collect textual data easiliyfrom a variety of sources. 
Therefore, text analysis is a good starting point forbig data analysis in auditing. 
Table 1 lists some examples of textual data that can be used by the auditor as well 
as the metadata that can be extracted from the text and used as additional audit 
evidence. 
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Examples of textual data in 
auditing 

contracts, confirmations, transcripts of conference call, earnings 
announcements, emails, trading publications, posts on social media, 
customer reviews, news articles, press release, analyst reviews, emails, 
MD&A sections of10-Ks, audit working papers, transcripts of inquiries 
and interviews, background documents about the senior managers, code of 
conduct, internal control reports, management letter, invoices, shipping 
documents, minutes of board of directorsmeetings 

Possible metadata that can be 
extracted from the text 

topics, keywords, entities, sentiments, emotions, date, time, events, 
anomalies 

Applicable audit phases planning (including pre-engagement planning), internal control evaluation, 
substantive testing, completion   

Table 1. Textual data and the metadata in auditing 
 

For instance, content analysis of social media postings and news articles 
could inform auditors of potential litigation risk, business risk, internal control 
risk, or risk of management fraud. For example, auditors may identify 
troublesome products or services by analyzing customers’ reviews on the product 
or service of the company. Measures of sentiment and emotion of MD&A 
sections of 10-Ks can be merged with accounting data to develop models to 
predict financial frauds (e.g., Sun, et al., 2018). Similar sentiment scores of the 
Q&A section of earnings conference calls can help the auditor predict internal 
control material weakness (Sun, 2017). As these examples highlight, auditors can 
engage in analysis of textual data to monitor the risk of the company in all audit 
phases (Richins, et al., 2017). 

The accounting profession has recognized the impact of textual big data 
analysis on enhancing the quality and relevance of the audit (EY, 2015). The Big 
Four public accounting firms have launched a variety of projects to adapt to the 
advent of Big Data. Deloitte has cooperated with Kira to usethe text-mining 
software for machine learning to quickly “read” thousands of contracts and other 
complex documents, extracting and structuring textual information to support 
their audit and consulting practices (Deloitte, 2016).Specifically, Deloitte’s 
application can be taught to look for particular terms or entities such as the 
contract parties or the governing law (Legal Insider, 2016). 

3. TRADITIONAL TEXT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

The main goal of text analysis is to extract insightful information, such as 
sentiment and keywords, from textual resources. Text analysis is challenging as it 
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is difficult to parse the semi-structured text. Data analysts and researchers 
typically use the following two approaches to analyze text. 

3.1. Bag-of-words  

As a prevalent text mining approach, “bag-of-words” represents a text as the bag 
of its words. The features of the text are obtained by counting the frequency of 
particular words based on the predefined dictionary (“bag-of-words”). For 
instance, General Inquirer (GI) is one of the most frequently used generic 
dictionaries. GI was developed at Harvard in1961for content analysis in 
behavioral research and then merged with the Hunt Concept Learner for automatic 
theme analysis in 1962 (Stone and Hunt, 1963). GI system maps each text file 
with counts on dictionary-supplied categories, and each category is a list of words. 
Currently, ithas182 categories which combine the "Harvard IV-4" dictionary 
content-analysis categories, the "Lasswell" dictionary content-analysis categories, 
as well as 5 categories based on prior social cognition work. The category 
"negative" has 2291 entries, which is the largest category2. Based on the negative 
and weak words listed in GI, Tetlock (2007) measures the investor’s pessimism 
sentiment in the Wall Street Journal. Likewise, the negative and positive word 
lists of GI are employed by Kothari, Li, and Short (2009) to analyze the effect of 
disclosures by management, analysts, and business press on the cost of capital, 
return volatility, and analyst forecasts. Since the dictionaries in GI are typically 
for general language, researchers argue that it is not appropriate in business 
domain and call for finance-specific word lists (Henry and Leone, 2009; Loughran 
and McDonald, 2011). Loughran and McDonald (2011) develop a financial 
dictionary (also known as L&M List) that is composed of all words occurred in at 
least 5% of the 10-Ks during 1994 -2008. The L&M list has been widely used by 
subsequent studies (e.g., Garcia, 2013; Jegadeesh and Wu, 2012; Loughran and 
McDonald, 2013) because it is a finance-specific dictionary that is designed for 
10-K text analysis. A limitation of bag-of-words approach is that it cannot 
understand the context or semantics of words. This approach encodes every word 
in the vocabulary as one-hot-encoded vector for the vocabulary of size |V|. In 
other words, each word is represented by a |V| dimensional sparse vector, with 1 
at index corresponding to the word and 0 at every other index. As a result, the 
vectors corresponding to words with similar meaning could be orthogonal. For 

                                                      
2 For more information please visit: http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/3JMoreInfo.html 
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example, “buy used cars” and “purchase old automobiles” are represented by 
orthogonal vectors in Bag-of-words model (Bhardwaj, 2017). Another drawback 
of this technique is that it ignores the ordering of the words. For example, it is not 
able to tell the difference between “This is good” and “Is this good” (Salton and 
McGill, 1983).  

3.2. Machine Learning 

In the context of text analysis, we can leverage unsupervised and supervised 
machine learning algorithms to differentiate between documents. Supervised 
machine learning requires a training dataset with labels, which can be seen as the 
prior knowledge of the data, for features such as parts of speech and entities. This 
training dataset is used to build sophisticated models; the trained model is then 
applied to new dataset to evaluate its predictive performance. Through the process 
of model validation, the parameters of the model are configured until the best 
predictive accuracy is achieved (Kotsiantis, et al., 2007). In this way, supervised 
machine learning groups documents into predetermined categories based on the 
labels (the prior knowledge) in the training set. Examples of supervised machine 
learning algorithms used frequently include Support Vector Machines, Bayesian 
Networks, Maximum Entropy, Conditional Random Field. Unsupervised machine 
learning can extract data features from a collection of text without labels. In other 
words, this technique attempts to differentiate between documents without any 
prior knowledge (Kloo, 2015). For example, Clustering divides a set of objects 
into clusters so that objects in the same cluster are similar to each other, and 
objects in different clusters are dissimilar. Other examples of prevalent 
unsupervised machine learning algorithms are latent Semantic Indexing and 
Matrix Factorization.  

4. DEEP LEARNING 

Deep Learning (also called deep neural network) is an emerging machine 
learning/Artificial Intelligence technique, which enables machines to analyze 
complex and abstract data features through hierarchical deep neural networks. 
While the basic idea of artificial neural networks dates back to as early as 
the1950s, deep neural network as a real artificial intelligence technique gained 
momentum in the recent decade due to the advance in computational power and 
data storage (Issa, et al., 2016; Sun and Vasarhelyi, 2017). Figure 1 shows a basic 
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deep neural network: Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP)3. It consists of one input 
layer, one output layer, and multiple hidden layers between the input and output 
layer. Unlike traditional neural networks which usually do not have more than two 
hidden layers, deep neural networks have three or more interconnected hidden 
layers, which facilitate the processing of complex and unstructured data, like text, 
video, and audio. Each layer in a deep neural network consists of artificial 
neurons which are modified with weights and combined. The combination of the 
neurons in a predecessor layer is the input of its successive layer. The input layer 
receives raw input data, transforms, and passes the modified version of data to the 
next layer. As the neural network goes further, the data is transmitted from one 
layer to another, and the network can extract more abstract data features (Nielsen, 
2015). In other words, in a deep neural network, the abstract data representation in 
a layer is built upon other, simpler data representation in the last layer 
(Goodfellow, et al., 2016; Sun and Vasarhelyi, 2017).  

Besides weights, deep neural networks use nonlinear activation function such 
as rectified linear unit (ReLU) or Hyperbolic Tangent (Tanh) (Sharma, 2017) to 
transform the input data and compute the losses, which is the difference between 
the true output and computed output, measured by Mean Square Error(MSE), 
Logloss, and etc. The loss will be backward propagated to adjust the weights and 
other hyper parameters of the deep neural network to improve the prediction 
accuracy. Learning from a large amount of training data, the process of layer-wise 
feature extraction of deep neural networks is automatic without any human 
intervention4, which makes it work more effectively (with better accuracy 
performance) and efficiently (with less time) than traditional machine learning 
techniques for text and other big data analysis. 

                                                      
3 MLP is generally the starting phase of building other more sophisticated deep network and can be used for any supervised 
regression or classification problems. In fact, the deep learning model typically used for sentiment analysis of text data is 
Recurrent Neural Network (Goodfellow, Bengio, and Courvile, 2016).  
4 This is called unsupervised feature extraction. 
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Figure 1. The structure of a basic deep neural network (Adapter from Nielsen, 2015) 

5. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DEEP LEARNING FOR TEXT 
ANALYSIS IN AUDITING  

The biggest challenge of analyzing text is to parse the semi-structured text to 
identify trends and extract insights. It is especially difficulty for text from sources 
like social media posts, articles, and blogs, which constitutes a large mass of 
unstructured data with a lot of irrelevant content, i.e., advertisements and links 
(Daffron, 2017). 

5.1. Pre-developed deep learning tools 

The first approach of conducting text analysis in auditing with deep learning is to 
employ pre-developed deep learning algorithms. Examples are discussednext. 

Natural Language Understanding 

Natural Language Understanding, a cloud-based service provided by IBM 
Watson, offers a suite of natural language processing (NLP) capabilities that allow 
the user to extract key metadata from the text, including entities, relations, 
concepts, sentiment, and emotion. Watson Natural Language Understanding 
builds on the legacy of its predecessor Alchemy Language, whose deep learning 
algorithm is trained with text from billions of webpages, covering a wide range of 
topics. With a few simple API calls, auditors can use Natural Language 
Understanding to automate NLP and machine learning capabilities to analyze text 
data that is relevant to the audit. Specifically, it analyzes the sentiment and the 
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emotion for a document and returns corresponding scores such as MD&A’s and 
conference calls. In addition, it measures targeted sentiment and emotion towards 
keywords in the text. For instance, while a CFO’s response to an analyst’s 
question during a conference call may have an overall positive sentiment, 
particular keywords in the response may have a negative tone. 

Sun (2017) applies Alchemy Language to generate the overall sentiment 
score and the score of joy for transcripts of quarterly conference calls from 2004 
to 2014 and utilizes those scores as additional indicators to predict internal control 
material weakness. The result shows that, with the incorporation of the sentiment 
features, especially the score of joy, the explanatory ability of the model improves 
significantly compared to the baseline model that merely utilizes the major 
internal control weakness determinants suggested by prior literature (i.e., Doyle, 
et al., 2007; Ashbaugh-Skaife, et al., 2007). 

Watson Analytics for Social Media  

Based on the topics, keywords, time periods, and other specifications that the user 
inputs, IBM Watson Analytics for Social Media is able to automatically collect 
relevant social media content from millions of interactions on Twitter, Facebook, 
YouTube, Amazon, Google Plus, WordPress, and so forth, display data patterns, 
and create data visualizations on sentiment, geography, authors and demographics 
for insightful discoveries5.For example, it can provide the result of analysis 
regarding the sentiment and the popularity of the discussion about a company, 
such as the number of tweets with positive sentiment and the maximum number of 
retweets mentioned the company during a certain period. Sun and Vasarhelyi 
(2018) employ similar content data on Twitter to predict audit fees. 

Bottlenose’s Nerve Center® Platform 

A similar tool of Watson Analytics is Bottlenose’s Nerve Center® Platform of 
cognitive computing, which employs NLP, trend discovery, supervised and 
unsupervised machine learning, and live interactive visualization to detect 
anomalies and trends, and anticipate change underlining the data spanning across 
more than two million different sources including social, news, blogs, TV, radio, 
and print media6. 
                                                      
5 For more information please visit: https://www.ibm.com/watson-analytics/social-media and https://www.ibm.com/us-
en/marketplace/social-media-data-analysis  
6 For more information please visit: http://bottlenose.com/product 

https://www.ibm.com/watson-analytics/social-media
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/social-media-data-analysis
https://www.ibm.com/us-en/marketplace/social-media-data-analysis
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Advantages   

The pre-developed tools require a minimum level of programming skill as they 
usually have point-and-click user interfaces. While conventional text analysis 
approaches require laborious data preprocessing (i.e., removing HTML tags, 
transferring HTML characters to text characters, converting words from upper 
case to lower case, and deleting punctuation and stop words), the pre-developed 
tools can directly use the input without data pre-processing (Sun, et al., 2018). For 
example, the user of Natural Language Understanding only needs to input the 
text/html raw file or even the URL. Natural Language Understanding 
automatically removes irrelevant content such as links and advertisements and 
returns results. Similarly, Watson Analytics for Social Media is fast and easy to 
use.  The user only needs to provide topic or keywords and period. The tool 
immediately displays the visualizations of the result. It even provides cognitive 
themes and topics that help the user tailor searches. A recent study (Sun, et al., 
2018) demonstrates the superiority of Alchemy Language regarding data 
processing efficiency and prediction effectiveness as opposed to the bag-of-words 
approach for the task of predicting financial frauds with the sentiment and 
emotion of Management Discussion and Analysis of 10-K filings.  

Disadvantages 

The pre-developed tools are not free, and the deep learning models are not 
exclusively trained with financial text. The words or phrases used in the finance-
related document may have a different meaning when it is used in general context. 
Certain positive phrases in general language are negative in accounting domain, 
such as “qualified opinion”. “Expand” and “expansion” can have any polarity in 
general language but are always positive in financial topics. On the other hand, 
some generally negative words such as “liability” are neutral in the financial 
context (Henry and Leone, 2009; Loughran and McDonald, 2011). As a result, 
directly applying algorithms trained with general text to financial text may lead to 
biased prediction.  

5.2. Open-source deep learning programming libraries 

The second way is to use open-source deep learning libraries to train finance-
specific models. One of the most prevalent deep learning software is Tensor Flow. 
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Tensor Flow  

Tensor Flow7 is the deep learning framework developed by Google`s machine 
intelligence research team – Brain Team. With its pre-built functions, it can easily 
train different neural networks (MLP, CNN, RNN, etc.) with our owndata. Tensor 
Flow provides both Python API and C++ API. With over 6000 open-source online 
repositories online, Tensor Flow, in its first year, has helped users in a variety of 
industries make progress in a wide range of tasks from language translation to 
early detection of skin cancer and blindness in people with diabetes. 

Theano 

Theano8 is a Python library for Deep Learning developed in 2007 by the LISA 
(now MILA) group at the University of Montreal, Quebec, Canada. It is a 
compiler for mathematical expressions in Python, which can be considered an 
industry standard for Deep Learning research and development. Similar to Tensor 
Flow, Theano allows the user to directly create deep learning models or wrapper 
libraries that greatly simplify the process (Brownlee, 2016).  

Other deep learning libraries include Apache MX Net and Gluon, Microsoft 
Cognitive Toolkit, Caffe, Caffe2, Torch, Pytorch, and Keras.  

Advantages  

Unlike the pre-developed deep learning tools which only provide certain built-in 
functions (i.e., returning the overall sentiment score, scores of certain types of 
emotions like anger, joy, sadness, disgust), the open-source deep learning 
software is more flexible. Auditorscan train sophisticated, custom AI models, or 
experiment with any new algorithms.  

Disadvantages 

Meanwhile, it requires a higher level of programming skill, such as python and 
C++. Also, the user needs to understand the basics of math (especially calculus, 
probability, and linear algebra), Statistics, Machine Learning (Shaikh, 2016). The 
user should also have good knowledge of neural networks and deep learning. 
Therefore, the mainstream use of deep learning could be hampered due to the 
learning curve.  

                                                      
7 For more information please visit: https://www.tensorflow.org/ 
8 For more information please visit: http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/# 
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6. THE MIDDLE GROUND APPROACH 

Another tool called H2O flow is provided by H2O.ai9, a leading AI company in 
Silicon Valley. H2O flow is a web-based interactive computational environment 
that combines the concept of a command-line, text-based shell with that of a 
modern graphical purpose-built point-and-click user interfaces10.As a result, it has 
the advantage of the pre-developed tool, user-friendly, but allows users to build 
deep learning models based on their data. However, Flow only has one type of 
deep neural network, the MLP. Table 2 summarizes the advantages and 
disadvantages of the deep learning approaches. 

 

Categories  Advantages Disadvantages Examples 

Pre-developed deep 
learning algorithms 

User-friendly 

Does not require 
programming skills 

Not free 

Lacks flexibility 

The training data is not 
finance-specific 

Watson Natural Language 
Understanding, Watson 
Analytics for Social 
Media, Bottlenose’s 
Nerve Center® 

Open-source deep 
learning programming 
libraries 

Free, Flexible,  

Allows users to train their 
own model, 

Can be trained with 
finance-specific data 

Requires high level of 
programming skill and 
other data analytics 
knowledge 

TensorFlow, Theano, 
Apache MXNet and 
Gluon, Microsoft 
Cognitive Toolkit, Caffe, 
Caffe2, Torch, Pytorch, 
and Keras 

The middle ground tool Free, User-friendly,  

Does not require 
programming skills,  

Allows users to train their 
own model,  

Can be trained with 
finance-specific data 

Only has one type of deep 
neural network, MLP 

H2O Flow 

Table 2. A summary of deep learning approaches for audit textual data analytics 

 

7. NEXT STEP: DEVELOPING FINANCE-SPECIFIC TEXT DATASET 

While pre-developed deep learning models and open-source deep learning 
libraries facilitate the development of deep learning applications in auditing, they 
                                                      
9 For more information please visit: https://www.h2o.ai/ 
10 For more information please visit: https://blog.h2o.ai/2014/11/introducing-flow/ 
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still lack sufficient audit-specific text datasets with labels of syntactic annotation 
due to issues with data capture and concerns about data privacy and security. The 
Penn tree bank dataset is based on 2,499 stories from a three-year Wall Street 
Journal collection of 98,732 stories as well as IBM computer manuals, nursing 
notes, and transcribed telephone conversations for syntactic annotation11. It 
produces a large number of words of part-of-speech tagged text, skeletally parsed 
text, text parsed for predicate-argument structure, and transcribed spoken text 
annotated for speech disfluencies (Taylor, et al., 2003). Although Wall Street 
Journal is a business-focused magazine, its coverage spans art, fashion, 
entertainment, design, food, architecture, travel and more, so Penn tree bank is not 
a strictly finance-specific dataset. Future work can be conducted to prepare more 
finance-specific and audit-specific text data (for instance, using documents like 
audit working paper, 10-K, 10-Q, transcripts of conference calls, MD&As, and 
press release). 

8. CONCLUSION 

Big data analytics is expected to make substantive contributions to auditing 
(Earley, 2015; Tang and Karim, 2017). Incorporating big data as additional audit 
evidence facilitates anomalies detecting and fraud prediction, which enhances the 
audit quality (Yoon, et al., 2015). This paper focuses on the analysis of textual 
data because it is the most common data format in auditing and investigates how 
to apply an innovative big data analytics technique, deep learning, to explore 
audit-related text documents. It claims that, deep learning is an effective and 
efficient approach to automatically extract topics, keywords, entities, sentiments, 
emotions, events, and other important metadata from semi-structured text data 
such as contracts, earnings announcements, emails, posts on social media, news 
articles, press release, analyst reviews, and emails. Deep learning supports audit 
decision-making in all audit phases, including planning, internal control 
evaluation, substantive test, and completion. Moreover, due to the depth of the 
hidden layers in deep neural networks and the unsupervised feature extraction, 
deep learning is superior to traditional text mining techniques. To implement this 
technology, the auditor can directly use pre-developed deep learning models such 
as Natural Language Understanding from IBM Watson to obtain data features of 
the text. Alternatively, the auditor can employ deep learning libraries such as 

                                                      
11 For more information please visit: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc99t42 
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Tensor Flow to train audit-specific deep learning model to solve specified audit 
problems. To facilitate the application of deep learning to auditing, the following 
ideas can be considered for future research.  

(1) Developing finance-specific textual datasets for the development of audit-
specific deep neural networks. The most difficult part of building a supervised 
machine learning model with deep neural network is to source or create large 
volumes of labelled training data. For instance, for the sentiment analysis of 
MD&As, we need sufficient amount of MD&As with predefined classes of 
positive, neutral, negative, and etc. Unfortunately, the most common mechanism 
for AI is human-based labeling. The task of labeling is laborious, time-consuming, 
and expensive because experts are rare. Currently, several approaches have been 
proposed to solve this problem, for example, Generative Adversarial Networks 
(Kingma, et al., 2014) and Pseudo-Labelling (Lee, 2013). More efforts in this 
research line are expected. 
(2) Providing an illustrative framework to guide the application of deep 
learning to a variety of audit tasks and procedures in audit phases of planning, 
field work, reporting, and follow-up. 
(3) Exploring more data sources such as news or magazine articles and analyst 
reports to extract insights to enhance audit quality.  
(4) Opening the “black box” of deep neural networks to enable auditors to 
better understand how a deep learning model learns. Deep learning is called a 
black box as it is non-parameterized. Although the choice of hyper-parameters of 
deep learning models, such as the number of layers, the activation function, and 
the learning rate, as well as the predictor importance is known. It is still unclear 
how machines learn and deduce conclusions. Scholars are seeking answers to this 
question. Last year, a YouTube video12 of a conference presentation made by 
Naftali Tishby offered a possible answer. In the presentation, Tishby proposed the 
“information bottleneck” theory to explain how deep learning works. The idea is 
that a network processes “noisy input data of extraneous details as if by squeezing 
the information through a bottleneck, retaining only the features most relevant to 
general concepts” (Wolchover, 2017).  
(5) Demonstrating the applications of deep learning to other audit types such 
as compliance audit, information systems audit, operational audit, and tax audit. 

                                                      
12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLqJHjXihK8&feature=youtu.be 
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